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About This Game

Tacopocalypse is a humorous 3D stunt driving delivery game. If a professional skateboarder retired to food delivery, it would
look like this. You must deliver tacos, boost your earnings by nailing tricks to unlock new vehicles, customizations and discover

additional songs; all while surviving the apocalypse!

Key Features:

Gameplay

Timed arcade action across 4 maps

Race to the top of the leaderboard by making stylish deliveries

Unlock the Hot Hatch or Vandetta vehicles to alter your play-style

Fast-Paced Delivery Stunt Driving

Play alone or with up to 3 friends in split-screen

Boost cash by completing stunts
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Avoid obstacles to make as many deliveries as possible

Customization

Choose from a selection of 90’s inspired vehicles

Unlock new paint jobs and accessories to customize your vehicle’s appearance

Customize your playlist by finding hidden Mixtapes

Exploration

Nostalgic 90's style theme and soundtrack

Experience a unique disaster per iconic city

Discover collectibles hidden across each city
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Tacopocalypse is the love child of Crazy Taxi and Jet Set Radio, and no doubt cousins with Rocket League and Tony Hawks Pro
Skater.

I am really torn on whether to recommend this game.

The game is no doubt fun for however long you choose to play it, but there are really some glaring flaws that make
recommending the game just too hard to do, even with the game coming in at under \u00a34 when at full price.

Namely, the game is full of bugs. Whilst playing with an Xbox 1 controller, I found the game would crash a hell of a lot. I have
not tested with any other controllers, so this could be an controller specific issue, or generally a controller issue, as it is
something that did not occur when playing with keyboard and mouse.

Another issue is the shallowness of the game. With only a couple of modes and just 4 maps to choose from, the game will not
last very long, and again, I would expect at lease double the playtime for the money being asked.

There are also some issues with falling through the map at times, which don't neccesarily breakk the game, but can just be a bit
annoying.

It's because of these issues, I cannot recommend, but if you can put up with this things, then underneath all that grime is
certainly a fun and quick throwaway game that will certainly put a smile on your face if you ever loved any of it's predecessors.

Best for: Stuntmen. In short I recommend this game but only because the price is so reasonable. It is a quirky Tony Hawk Pro
Skater wanna be game. But that\u2019s why I find it so enjoyable. It manages to imitate it in a charming and delightful way that
I just enjoy the hell out of.
\tFirst off do not play this game with mouse and keyboard. You will not enjoy yourself I promise you. While it does have its
flaws the game shines when you are playing split screen with your friends. Definitely a party game at its heart and you
won\u2019t be playing it for an extended amount of time but you will enjoy it for the time you are playing it.
\tLike I said in the beginning this game does emulate THPS a lot and it does an excellent job in doing so. Basically it\u2019s the
apocalypse but people still need their taco\u2019s so you need to deliver them. Not supposed to make sense so stop worrying
about it. So the 2 modes are to deliver tacos or play a strange form of tag that will make you stab your best friend. It\u2019s all
good fun.
\tThe game does have a problem of keeping prolonged interest as I have the attention span of a squirrel on cocaine. So you
might play it for thirty minutes at a time every now and again. Also it has a problem with its version of tag where the person
who grabs the shiny taco first proceeds to cheese the game and avoid you for the entire match if you decided to play it in the
burbs. But all in all it\u2019s a great little game that deserves more attention. And for the asking price of almost nothing
compared to bigger game\u2019s I would say it is worth the buy.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4mZGKiILA9s&feature=youtu.be. I have to say this is one of the all time great being
overshadowed by Triple AAA dissapointed. This gave me more fun than Tom Clancy the Division and COD BOP 3 combined.
The developer influence from Rocket League, Tony Hawk and Jet Star Radio has allowed the game to become a combination of
the three and flourish as it own game. So far all review so far have been extremely good and this is no difference. This game is
true fun which is all you want from one, you can play with friend, high replayablilty, great soundtrack and more. Nothing to
prove. Game of the Year Award. Viva Del Tacopocalyse.. This game is a blast! Like its been said before, its very much like Jet
Set Radio and Crazy Taxi and maybe a little bit of Rocket League. Its got that Cel shaded look kind of like Jet Set Radio. Its got
a killer soundtrack like Crazy Taxi. And its pretty much controls exactly like Rocket League. I played a little on my own and
thats fine but its a blast with some friends. Im one of those weird believers in local split screen games and this one has it! Its a
fun party game. I very much recommend the game to anyone who is looking for something different with a real arcade feel to
it.. Tony Hawk + Crazy Taxi. Fantastic combination and a fantastic soundtrack. I'm not a huge fan of the music on their own but
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when they're put alongside the super ambitious artwork of this game it blends so nicely. I've beaten all the maps probably 10
times over each, would love more or at least a workshop functionality.. Fun as all hell crazy taxi meets THPS bit on the janky
side but for that price you can't go wrong.. fun game
could use a tutorial. Tacopacolypse is a fun skating\/delivery game reminiscent of Tony Hawk, Jet Set Radio, and Crazy Taxi.
The main goal in the game is to pull off cool tricks as you race to deliver as many tacos as possible within the three minute time
limit. The levels are well designed, and reward exploration with unlockable soundtracks and car customization options. The trick
system is simple, you get points for spinning your car in different ways and grinding, but it's still pretty fun to pull off tricks as
you fly through the levels. There are only four levels in the game right now, but they're all fun and they each have their own
unique stage hazards. For example, one of them has periodic tidal waves that send you flying if you hit them. Another one has
tornadoes that throw you into the air. Overall, this is probably the best skating game to come out since Skate 3. It has really
tight, responsive controls, a great soundtrack, and really fun movement.. Really fun combination between Tony Hawk and Crazy
taxi.. Short and fun arcadey car game that has cars that handle similar to Rocket League and a trick system of THPS. Gameplay
is pretty straight forward, run into taco delivery points, refill on tacos, and do cool tricks while doing all of that.

The best way to sum it up is that it feels like an unreleased Dreamcast game. Even at a full $5 I would say the game is worth it
especially if you can get some friends to play split screen with.
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At this state I can say so far the game looks very solid and great, the only thing I can complain about is controls - I really wish
you could spread steering and rotating. Other than that - colorful and amazing graphics, great music and very nice style.. YA YA
YA YA YAA- oops wrong game. Crazy Taxi on poppers, cid, molly and messkin food.. Super fun! Like everyone says, its like
budget Rocket League mixed with Jet Set Radio, making it an absolutely rad, chill game.. Pros
- Tacos
- Money for sweet item for your car such as the unicone. Yup.

Cons
- People suck at driving in these cities

Might want to wait until more content gets released but if you want a casual tony hawk-esque game then be their guest.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/ygA8JVjIBfQ
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